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Fiction

The Story of a Brief Marriage by Anuk Arudpragasam review - love, interrupted

A remarkable debut novel about a young Sri Lankan couple at a time of bloody civil war

NOVEMBER 18, 2016 by: Arifa Akbar

The Story of a Brief Marriage is a novel about love in a time of war that describes human

suffering in graphic, unforgiving detail. It sets out to unsettle the reader with this purpose from

the very first page. The effect is both awful and spectacular. Its achievement is all the greater as

the author of this markedly mature debut, Anuk Arudpragasam, a Sri Lankan completing a PhD

at Columbia University, is just 28 years old.

It opens on Sri Lanka’s frontline, in the final death throes of the 25-year-long civil war that

ended in 2009. The insurgency against the government’s military has reached bloody heights,

with mass civilian deaths, rapes and forced recruitment of men to fight the Tamil Tiger cause.

The novel’s narrator, Dinesh, is a young man not long out of school, hiding near a civilian camp,

trying to survive and to dodge the recruiters. He is first shown carrying an injured child to

safety. What follows is a breathtakingly stark account of the boy’s injuries. His bloodied fingers,

we are told, dangle by their sinews; his arm is amputated without an anaesthetic and the

severed limb is shown lying meat-like on the ground after being sawn off. Dinesh casts his eye

over the scene of stray body parts and mouldering corpses, and moves on.
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The audit of human carnage, with its sounds, smells and sights, comes in slow, hypnotic detail.

In this, it is reminiscent of the opening of Han Kang’s acclaimed novel, Human Acts, which

describes another conflict — the 1980 Gwangju massacre in South Korea — in a similarly

unflinching tone. Both beginnings show war to be an assault on the individual body and

consciousness.

Dinesh is a loner, desensitised to the daily horrors around him. His dead-eyed gaze sees lost

limbs as mere detritus “scattered here and there like twigs and stones in the dirt”. He remains at

a distance from the others at the camp, fearful of forging emotional intimacies until he is forced

into companionship by an elderly man who convinces him to marry his daughter, Ganga, in

hope that she may be better protected in the war. It is a hasty marriage, absent of even a formal

blessing, and Dinesh enters it reluctantly. Yet it wakes him up to his feelings, and this

awakening becomes his biggest joy and burden.

The sexual fumblings of the couple’s first night steer the novel in a different direction for a

while, away from the war around them. Like Ian McEwan in On Chesil Beach, Arudpragasam

brings genuine pathos to the couple’s failure to connect, and he is just as good at writing about

bad sex as McEwan. But even with its erotic disappointment, the wedding night is the tender

centre of the novel and, for a short time, Dinesh and Ganga spark back to life as young, gauche

lovers before they begin to doubt the place of ordinary passion in a time of such extraordinary,

and dehumanising, destruction.
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The awkward space that builds between them is a fault of the war, it seems, and Dinesh begins

to think the best outcome is not love or sexual fulfilment but “the opportunity to die together in

a small private space”.

Arudpragasam writes in free indirect speech with a focused intensity; we are immersed in

Dinesh’s vision and view of the world with barely any dialogue or interaction between

characters. Even when Dinesh and Ganga speak to each other, the significance lies in their

pauses: “Dinesh felt an urge to say something, but hesitated. He wanted to respond to Ganga’s

silence by accepting it somehow, by acknowledging what it contained . . . The silence that was

present between them now . . . was one that connected them rather than separated them.”

The narrative drive comes from Dinesh’s personal

inner journey — his back-story of family loss, his

meditations on how to regard life as sacred amid its

savagery. This interiority is deeply engaging for the

most part, and only occasionally, in the longer

interludes of abstract thought, does Dinesh begin to

lose his solidity as a character.

Paradoxically, for a book so lost in thought, it seems

to be an exploration of human physicality, too, and not just in its visceral descriptions of hurt or

broken bodies. Dinesh’s expectation of imminent death heightens his physical awareness, and

this turns prosaic experiences into final, sensuous pleasures. He feels a bittersweet satisfaction

in squatting down to defecate on a beach in the first chapter, wondering if this will be the last

time. For him, it is proof of his continued existence and humanness: “It felt strange to . . . to

crouch down over his little pit in full view of the earth’s enormous face.” Later, he savours the

sensation of water on his skin as he washes his body by the well. There is a voluptuous pleasure

in such scenes as they unravel slowly, every physical detail carefully logged.

The Story of a Brief Marriage is a strange, profound, mini-masterpiece of a novel.

Arudpragasam writes with control, clarity and a terrible beauty that acknowledges the world’s

grandeur in the midst of darkness. But despite the desolate subject matter, this is not a desolate

tale. It is as much about finding the strength to live fully, even in such close proximity to death

as Dinesh finds himself, as it is about our capacities to endure pain.
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